The human multi-joint body is controlled both passively and actively to maintain an upright posture. The passive stiffness caused by joint viscoelasticity of the muscle-tendon-ligament is insufficient to compete with the gravitational toppling torque during quiet standing[@b1][@b2]. This kinetic constraint leads human upright posture to be an unstable equilibrium of saddle type in multi-dimensional state space, in which the state point converges to the equilibrium along stable manifolds and diverges away from the equilibrium along unstable manifolds as time elapses. Therefore, human bipedal standing is actively controlled through integrated sensory cues from the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems; the respective contribution of each system changes depending on postural tasks[@b3]. However, such postural control feedback loops suffer from time-delayed instability due to transmission between the somatosensory system and the central nervous system (CNS).

Regarding the control mechanism of such an unstable postural system, impedance control, which resists destabilising motion by regulating co-activation levels of antagonist muscles, has been proposed in the field of neuroscience[@b4][@b5]. The CNS stabilises unstable dynamics by learning optimal impedance, in which antagonist muscles co-activate in a preprogrammed manner[@b6][@b7]. Such a feed-forward, non-reactive control decreases a risk of delay-induced instability and enhances the robustness to internal or external perturbations. However, this strategy has a trade-off that increasing impedance causes high metabolic cost consumed by muscle co-activations. This type of energy consumption is critical for maintaining postural stability as a fundamental human activity[@b8].

An internal model, which is a system that is able to mimic the sensorimotor integration process in the cerebellar cortex during motor control and learning[@b9], may be capable of optimising such a trade-off during automatic movements such as quiet standing[@b10][@b11]. Human motor control systems must include continuous and intermittent processes incorporating discrete switching. Continuous systems integrate visual, vestibular, and somatosensory information, represented by the spinal and transcortical reflexive pathways, and provide high-bandwidth feedback at short latency[@b12][@b13][@b14]. Intermittent systems exist within the basal ganglia, prefrontal cortex, and premotor cortex and provide low-bandwidth feedback at longer frequency[@b15][@b16][@b17]. In the context of human bipedal standing, a continuous system, involving muscle spindle and Golgi tendon organ feedback, provide tonic equilibrium joint moments via tonic stretch reflexes[@b18] and partial dynamic stabilisation in the unstable state space[@b1][@b19][@b20][@b21]. However, the continuous control strategy itself is insufficient to regulate the dynamics of the postural system[@b19], and intermittency of the postural control mechanism plays an important role in the stabilisation dynamics in the vicinity of the equilibrium.

Many studies have advocated the computational theory of the intermittent control for quiet standing[@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27]. The intermittent feedback control strategy used in this study exploits the fact that the state point of the system transiently approaches the equilibrium along stable manifolds that appear when active control is turned off. This type of intermittent control produces postural stability by the movements of the state point along stable manifolds during off-periods and pulling it back in the vicinity of stable manifolds during on-periods. Suzuki *et al*.[@b27] showed that the change in hip elastic coefficients leads to differences in the stability region, joint fluctuation amplitudes, and postural control strategy, suggesting that the passive joint viscoelastic components and neural joint control strategy are sensitive to the postural robustness.

Stabilizing the human skeletal plant as upright posture requires specific motor learning, which is a complex process determined by many cross-related factors such as joint mechanical properties, sensory feedback, and neural control strategies. The learning of postural control enhances postural robustness, enabling human beings to stabilize their body even under external or internal disturbances. Bipedal posture during tiptoe standing is difficult to stabilise compared with quiet standing because it is associated with the change in the skeletal plant and sensory feedback (that is, internal disturbance). Also, muscle activations are larger during tiptoe standing and the enhanced muscle co-activation[@b28] should lead the change in joint impedance control for postural stability. The question in this study is whether these sensory-neural-skeletal changes during tiptoe standing affect postural robustness and body oscillations. Joint coordination during standing can adaptively change according to the neuromuscular aging process[@b29] or special balance training[@b30] via changes in mechanical properties, internal model of postural control mechanism inside of the CNS, and sensory reweighting of the feedback loop. Therefore, We hypothesized that the acquisition of postural robustness of tiptoe standing through motor learning is associated with changes in joint viscoelasticity and neural control strategy (including changes in active control resulting from sensory reweighting) and that these changes involve the output of different joint coordination patterns.

In this study, we established a computer simulation of a quadruple inverted pendulum, each joint of which represents the metatarsophalangeal (MP), ankle, knee, and hip, with similar mechanical properties as human tiptoe standing. There have been many applications of inverted pendulum systems (even as commercial products) in the engineering field[@b31][@b32][@b33]. The critical difference between the model in this study and such robotic products is postural control fragility; our model has a higher center of mass, substantial feedback loop time delay, and at least one unstable manifold in a dynamical system for approximating a human postural control system, especially in the narrower base of support assuming tiptoe standing. From the perspective of the framework, some theories of human motor control inductively investigated skeletal behaviors such as kinematic determinants during gait[@b34], CoM fluctuation[@b35] and coordinative structures during standing[@b29][@b30][@b36]. Computer simulation in this study allowed us to constitutively investigate the kinematic coordinative structure as an outcome of postural control, which is a closed loop including passive joint properties and control strategy of the CNS. In addition, we set our model to approximate human tiptoe standing by setting reasonable joint viscoelasticity parameters and skeletal plant, enabling us to discuss the postural control strategy with higher robustness for actual human tiptoe standing. We also confirmed the validity of the multi-link inverted pendulum as a model of human tiptoe standing by comparing sway amplitude/variability with those of experimental data.

In the overall postural control system, joint control strategy selected at the level of CNS and changes in passive joint viscoelasticity components should influence the kinematic coordinative structure and affect postural robustness as a whole. The aim of this study was to examine the hypothesis that the postural robustness of the model imitating human tiptoe standing is associated with the changes in joint viscoelasticity and neural control strategy and that these changes involve the output of different joint coordination patterns. We first created a quadruple inverted pendulum simulating human tiptoe standing with parameters representing joint viscoelasticity and neural control strategies to examine the hypothesis. Then, we investigated the joint control strategies such as intermittent and continuous control that contribute to enhance postural robustness during tiptoe standing.

Materials and Methods
=====================

A quadruple inverted pendulum model
-----------------------------------

In this study, the motion of a quadruple inverted pendulum mimics the human upright posture of tiptoe standing in the sagittal plane. The distal end of the lowest segment is fixed in the space by a pin joint, corresponding to the MP joint. A pin joint also connects each pair of adjacent segments. Because we used pin joints to represent the four joints of the pendulum, this analysis is in only two dimensions. Four segments of the model represent foot, shank, thigh, and head--arm--trunk (HAT) segments, respectively. Each segment is connected by pin joint, which correspond to the ankle, knee, and hip, respectively. The model and its definition of joint angles are shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

The motion equation of the quadruple inverted pendulum model is described as:

where M is the inertia matrix, Gθ the gravitational toppling torque vector, and Q = \[τ~m~, τ~a~, τ~k~, τ~h~\]^T^ the joint torque vector[@b27]. Because the joint angles, θ = \[θ~m~, θ~a~, θ~k~, θ~h~\], and the corresponding angular velocities are small during quiet tiptoe standing, the second and higher order terms can be neglected. Thus, centrifugal force and Colioris force are not shown in [eq. 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Also, we considered the equilibrium points of joint angles and velocities to be the origin of the state space in our model. The equilibrium point should be selected as a point that expresses the actual human upright posture, which is not exactly the same as straight upright posture expressed as the origin. However, we assumed that the equilibrium of the tiptoe standing is controlled by tonic muscle activities. Thus, the equilibrium at the origin in our model does not influence our results because this can be explained as a simple map from a human body system to a model system. The matrices M and G are defined in the [Supplementary Materials (S1)](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Parameter values are listed in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} for an adult woman with a height of 1.6 m and weighting 55 kg based on our previous experiment and the anthropometric parameters of Japanese athletes[@b37].

In this study, we modelled the joint torque as the sum of passive torque *τ*~*i*~^*p*^ and active torque *τ*~*i*~^*a*^. The passive torque corresponds to the mechanical viscoelasticity at each joint and tonic muscle activities (not via CNS control) as well as intrinsic muscle-tendon properties, which work continuously without feedback delay. The passive element is described as follows:

where *K*~*i*~ represents elastic coefficient and *B*~*i*~ viscous coefficient[@b27]. The active torque corresponds to the neural feedback control that includes sensory transduction, neural processing, transmission, and muscle activation delay. In this study, we modelled the neural feedback control as proportional and derivative control (PD control) as follows:

where subscript Δ represents that the state variable include the delay[@b27]; θ~Δ~ = θ(t − Δ). We fixed the value of delay to be 0.2 s as a physiologically plausible value[@b3]. Then the joint torque when the neural feedback control is activated is described as follows:

Passive and active gain parameters
----------------------------------

The passive joint torque ([eq. 2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was modelled as linear torsional viscoelastic elements with passive elastic (K~i~) and viscosity (B~i~) coefficients, which were continuously acting on the joints because they were generated by intrinsic mechanical properties. To investigate the effect of passive musculotendinous properties on joint coordination, we used the following three pairs of viscoelastic coefficients VE{j} (j = 1, 2, 3) by referring to previous studies of quiet standing[@b1][@b2][@b23][@b24][@b27][@b38]:

Because muscle activity levels are very high during tiptoe standing, we set relatively higher viscoelasticity values particularly for the ankle and knee. In addition, we set the elasticity values of the hip to be relatively small. This is because larger elasticity values require larger active feedback gain (that is, larger gain P), which is liable to cause delay-induced instability. Regarding the hip viscosity value, Suzuki *et al*.[@b27] set this value to be 10 for the double inverted pendulum model, so we decided it to use the same value. Despite setting the exploratory values of viscoelasticity for the ankle and knee, the model fell down easily with these values at \<20 and 4, respectively.

Regarding the active feedback gains (P and D) for the active joint torque ([eq. 3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), Suzuki *et al*.[@b27] set P of the ankle and hip to be 0.4 and 0.6, respectively, and both D gains at 10 for the double inverted pendulum model of human quiet standing. We set the following active feedback gains (P~i~ and D~i~) to investigate the conditions for model stabilisation (the validation of these values were checked through comparison with experimental data (see Sect. 2.6 and 3.4)):

Continuous, passive, and intermittent control
---------------------------------------------

For active joint torques ([eq. 3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we assumed three types of control theories for each joint: continuous, passive, and intermittent control, leading to 81 (=3^4^) pairs of joint control strategy (JCS) parameters. Continuous control assumes the continuous active torques generated by linear PD feedback controllers with proportional (P~i~) and derivative (D~i~) gains and are always conveyed with a feedback delay of Δ = 0.2 s. On the other hand, passive control means that no active torque works throughout the sampling duration ([eq. 3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is always zero).

Intermittent control switches the active torque on and off in an event-driven way. That is, when the intermittent control is switched on, the active torque ([eq. 3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was generated with feedback gains in [eq. 6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and in the rest case, the active torque ([eq. 3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was set to zero. We assume that the switching surface, which is an on/off boundary of the active control, is based on stable and unstable manifolds of the system when all of the active torques are turned off (off model; the dynamics of the uncontrolled system). Although this idea of a switching surface has not been validated physiologically, the idea that using the stable manifold of the off model to stabilise posture avoids the postural instability due to neural control time lag. Hence, this idea gives biological benefits to the model from the aspect of control efficiency. To decompose the current state into the components of stable and unstable manifolds, we expressed [eq. 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} as the state space representation:

where y is a state variable vector consisted of four joint angles (θ) and four angular velocities (ω; derivative of each θ) and A is a state matrix of off model shown in [Supplementary Materials (S2)](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. After this transformation ([eq. 7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the state space of the system was eight dimensional (determined by four joint angles and four angular velocities), which we referred to as θ-ω space. Another state space representation X = \[x~1~,..., x~8~\], whose bases are eigen vectors of the system, is obtained from a linear mapping as follows:

where V^−1^ is a transformation matrix from θ-ω space to the new coordinate, which consists of the eight eigen vectors of the state matrix A. The new coordinate is useful for the intermittent control based on stable manifolds. The state space discussed in this study comprised a one-dimensional unstable manifold (whose real part of eigenvalue is positive, denoted by x~1~) and a seven-dimensional stable manifold (whose real part of eigenvalues are negative, denoted by x~2~ to x~8~). We assume the inside of the switching surface (where off model is used) as follows:

where α denotes the neighborhood of stable manifold (the first row of the V). The intermittent control was turned off (no active torque) when [eq. 9](#eq9){ref-type="disp-formula"} is satisfied in terms of the dynamics of the uncontrolled system. Therefore, with the larger value of α, the active control is more apt to switch off. Biologically, α represents the threshold of active control triggering based on joint angular displacement and velocity. We have already found that the quadruple inverted pendulum was not able to stand with α of more than 1/10 and less than 1/100 through trial and error. Thus, we show the results with α of 1/30 and 1/50 in this study.

Simulation and analysis
-----------------------

We set the initial angular position \[rad\] as \[θ~m~, θ~a~, θ~k~, θ~h~\] = \[--0.02, 0.03, --0.005, 0.01\], which is based on joint angle variability of our experimental data in our previous study[@b30], and the angular velocity as zero for all joints. We have already confirmed that similar simulation results to those shown in this study were observed with some different initial values (even large values that violate the linearisation of [eq. 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We assume that the model was unstable when at least one of the angles is greater than π/3. Although this borderline of π/3 is outside of the linearisation of [eq. 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, joint angles that were stable at this borderline fluctuated asymptotically towards zero (upright position), and thus, this borderline did not violate the linearisation. The difference in stability constraints between this study and the linear inverted pendulum model algorithms to ensure stable gait[@b39][@b40][@b41][@b42][@b43][@b44] is that we did not set constraints on CoP sway amplitude because of the following reasons. First, human postural controller (CNS) is not able to directly monitor and control CoP, which is the outcome of neuro-muscular-skeletal activities. Also, the constraints on the amplitude of joint fluctuation and standing duration are more important than the location of CoP because even biologically improbable body sway can keep CoP inside of the supporting surface if the multi-segments sway in anti-phase. Thus, we set constraints on joint sway amplitude rather than CoP amplitude. We determined the system to be stable when the model did not fall down for more than 50 s; the state point converged to zero or infinity during 50 s period without noise. Stability of the system is a condition that the state point locates in the vicinity of the equilibrium or is converging towards the equilibrium along stable manifolds. These dynamics of the state point along the stable manifolds lead to the convergence of joint fluctuation to zero during 50 s of simulation without noise. Instability is, on the other hand, a condition that state point deviates from the equilibrium or is diverging away from the equilibrium. Thus, the condition of the provisional stability of the model in this study was to remain standing for more than 50.2 s (the additional 0.2 s are for the exclusion of the initial 0.2 s of data in the subsequent data analysis because no active torque is generated at this period due to delayed feedback). Among 486 simulation trials (\[VE, α, JCS\] = 3 ∗ 2 ∗ 81), we extracted the conditions with which the model was stabilised.

Then, we investigated joint coordination for each stabilised condition by calculating the phase difference between two angular positions of adjacent joints. Joint coordination is a synchronised fluctuation of two adjacent joints and it is often detected by two joints' angular displacements. In-phase and anti-phase coordination are defined to be sways of two adjacent segments on a plane in the same and opposite directions, respectively. In this study, we used the Hilbert transformation to calculate joint coordination. The Hilbert transformation was originally introduced by Gabor[@b45] and provides a true measurement of the instantaneous phase and amplitude for a signal, s(t), via construction of an analytic signal, ζ(t), which is a complex function of time defined by:

where H(t) is the Hilbert transform of s(t), and A and ϕ are the amplitude and the phase, respectively[@b46]. The phase of a signal represents the angular distance that the signal covered since the time origin and is obtained by:

Joint oscillations contain multiple frequency components less than about 20 Hz, and Hilbert transformation is useful for extracting phase transitions between biomedical signals, which contain components of wide frequency bands. The numerical algorithms are available in the standard control design packages of Matlab; the function *hilbert* was used to obtain the results of this paper. The temporal phase transition between two adjacent joints was obtained by the subtraction of those phase time series. The distribution of joint coordination is then represented as a histogram of the time series of relative phase difference.

Thus far, we used the fixed values of active gain parameters (P~i~ and D~i~) to investigate the contribution of passive joint viscoelasticity to joint coordination. For investigating the robustness of the model for each stabilised condition, we then moved the feedback gain parameter P~i~ for each joint and examined the range of gain P that did not lead unstable posture for 50 s. These stability regions of feedback gain P~i~ (and D~i~ as well) represents the flexibility for CNS to control the upright posture; the wider the stability region is, the more robust the system is. The conditions under which the stability region of each joint's P was investigated are shown in the Results section and the corresponding figures.

Comparison with experimental data
---------------------------------

We measured the actual angular displacements of four lower limb joints during tiptoe standing experimentally from seven female participants (age = 24.1 ± 5.0 years, height = 160.8 ± 5.1 cm, body mass = 53.0 ± 7.9 kg). All experimental protocols and calculation method of joint angles are described in our previous study[@b30]. In this simulation case, we set all initial angular positions and velocities to be zero and added Gaussian white noise. The second order equation of motion is written as the following ordinary delay differential equation:

where, ξ(t) is a normal random process obtained by Matlab function *randn*, σ is the corresponding amplitude of 0.001, and Δ is the feedback delay time of 0.2 s. Although the noise intensity of 0.001 is smaller than frequently used value of 0.2 for quiet standing (e.g. Asai *et al*.[@b24]), we could produce the pendulum oscillations that are close to the actual human tiptoe standing and thus, we used the intensity of 0.001. It is possible that the influence of noise to joint torque changes depending on joint flexibility or active joint properties but we would not discuss it in detail here in this study. Also, when this white noise was added, the joints fluctuated with small amplitude under the condition for the model's stability (see Results), and therefore again, the stability judgment of π/3 did not violate the linearisation.

We performed computer simulation with noise only for stabilised conditions in the above-mentioned analysis. We implemented 35 simulations for each of 30 parameter sets and performed statistical comparison of the resultant maximum sway amplitudes and their variability of four joints with those derived from experiments from 35 samples of 7 subjects. We first tested for a normal distribution for both simulation and experimental data, and then, if both data showed normal distribution, we implemented an independent t-test; if not, Mann-Whitney's u-test was used to statistically compare the data. We defined the validity of the simulation data by less sway amplitude/variability or statistically no difference with experimental data. In addition, we compared frequency characteristics of joint fluctuations between simulation and experimental data. Both simulation and experimental data were down sampled to 1000 Hz and then we calculated power spectrum for each angular displacement. Because we could not linearise the power law of the fluctuations during standing[@b24], we visually compared the polynomial approximation of the logarithmic power spectrum between simulation and experimental data.

Ethics Statement
----------------

All procedures used in this study were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies at Kyoto University. The approval was based on an appropriate risk/benefit ratio and a study design wherein the risks were minimised. All procedures were conducted in accordance with the approved protocol. The individuals participating in this study has given written informed consent to participate in this study and to publish these case details. Informed consent continued throughout the study via a dialog between the researcher and participants.

Results
=======

Control strategy for model's stabilization
------------------------------------------

We implemented simulations of quadruple inverted pendulums under 486 different conditions (3 pairs of VE, 2 values of α, and 81 pairs of JCS) and extracted the conditions during which the model was stable for 50.2 seconds (provisional stability in this study). We found that the model was stabilised with 30 conditions that are listed in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}.

There are two findings here: first, intermittent feedback control is necessary for the stabilisation of the quadruple inverted pendulum (at least the hip must be controlled intermittently), and second, the MP joint must be controlled intermittently or passively.

Joint coordination and model variables
--------------------------------------

Next, we investigated joint coordination for the condition during which the model was stabilised (30 conditions in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). Joint coordination calculated using the Hilbert transformation was plotted as a histogram in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} represents two examples of relative phase distribution between MP-ankle (black), ankle-knee (brace), and knee-hip (gray). Zero-phase bin and pi-phase bin represent in-phase and anti-phase, respectively. The difference between in-phase and anti-phase was obvious for most of the conditions. We counted the number of conditions among 30 stabilised pairs for each joint coordination pattern: the majority of joint coordination (20 conditions) was as follows: \[MP-ankle, ankle-knee, knee-hip\] = \[in-phase, in-phase, anti-phase\] (shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} top), followed by \[in-phase, anti-phase, in-phase\] (3 conditions, shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} bottom) and \[in-phase, in-phase, wide-range distribution\] (3 conditions). The rest of the conditions showed the following joint coordination: \[in-phase, wide-range, wide-range\] for two conditions, \[anti-phase, in-phase, in-phase\] for one condition, and \[in- or anti-phase, in-phase, anti-phase\] for one condition.

Parameter sensitivity to postural robustness
--------------------------------------------

Robustness of the model for each joint was investigated by the stability region of feedback gain P with fixed values of K, B, and D, the wider this region of which represents the wider choice of active feedback gain for the CNS. [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the stability region of feedback gain P~a~ with JCS{u} of u = \[1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9\], α = 1/50, and VE{j} of j = \[1, 2\]. The simulation data with JCS{u} of u = \[4, 5, 6\] were excluded because the ankle was continuously switched off under these conditions. The model can bear disturbances of about 300 Nm (mghθ \~55\[kg\] ∗ 9.8\[m/s^2^\] ∗ 1.0\[m\] ∗ pi/6\[rad\]) per increment. Smaller viscoelasticity of the ankle and knee showed larger size of the region. Also, the stability region tended to be larger when the ankle was controlled intermittently compared with the continuous active control of ankle. In addition, the size of the region tended to be larger when the knee was controlled intermittently or given no active control (JCS{u}: u = \[2, 3, 8, 9\]) compared with continuous control for the knee (JCS{u}: u = \[1, 7\]).

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the stability region of P~k~ with JCS{u} of u = \[1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9\] and the same value of α (=1/50) and VE{1, 2} as [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The size of the region tended to be larger when the knee was controlled intermittently (JCS{u}: u = \[3, 6, 9\]) compared with continuous control for the knee (JCS{u}: u = \[1, 4, 7\]). In this case, larger viscoelasticity of the ankle and knee showed larger size of the region.

On the other hand, we observed slightly smaller stability region of P~mp~ and P~h~ as shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, which are the results of simulations with JCS{u} of u = \[10, ..., 18\] where both MP and hip were intermittently controlled. These results indicate that the model parameters of the MP and hip were very sensitive to the postural stability compared with those for the ankle and knee. Also, the difference in viscoelastic coefficients of the ankle and knee affected the robustness of the MP and hip.

Comparison with experimental data
---------------------------------

We implemented 35 simulations with noise for each of 30 parameter sets and performed statistical comparison of the resultant maximum sway amplitudes and their variability of four joints with those derived from experiment from 35 samples of 7 subjects (the entire data of maximum sway amplitude and sway variability can be found in [Supplementary Dataset S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of angular displacements during tiptoe standing derived from simulation with noise and experiments. For most of parameter sets, maximum sway amplitudes and sway variability of the ankle and knee were statistically smaller than those of experimental data ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}: fluctuation and variability). In addition, MP sway variability of the model was not statistically different from that of experimental data for most of the parameter sets. Examples of comparisons in maximum sway amplitude and sway variability between are shown as an [Supplementary Materials (S3)](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Simulation data partially reproduced joint fluctuations with similar sway amplitude and variability to those from experiment. The animation of the simulation data can be also available as a [Supplementary File (S4)](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The power of these angular displacements is shown in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} as logarithmic plots. The slope of the power spectrum was fitted to a third-order polynomial; its power law approximated a linear curve (the MP, ankle, and hip) or a polynomial curve (especially for the knee) for both simulation and experimental data. At least the sway amplitude and frequency characteristics of the model partly showed similar properties as experimental data.

Discussion
==========

Quadruple inverted pendulum as a model of human tiptoe standing
---------------------------------------------------------------

To make our quadruple inverted pendulum have similar mechanical properties as actual human tiptoe standing, we set viscoelastic parameters of the MP and hip to be relatively small. This is because MP torque during tiptoe standing might be smaller and the approximation of the upper body segments into one HAT segment causes the model to destabilise more easily owing to the absence of mutual compensation between upper body segments, as is seen in the actual human body segments. As a consequence of simulation with the parameters, which we selected, we obtained joint fluctuations whose amplitudes were similar to those from actual experiments ([Figs 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). We also calculated CoP location from the MP joint for simulation data. It was slightly (\<0.5\~1.5 cm) far from the actual location (about 3 cm from the MP) but it was entirely inside of the base of support (6\~7 cm from the MP for women).

However, there are still some gaps between simulation and experimental data, especially in the sway size of the hip ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}, [S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The gaps with experimental data may be because of the simplicity of the inverted pendulum model, such as the approximation of the HAT segment or constant active feedback gain parameters. The large sway size of the hip obtained with some simulation parameter sets is possible in actual human tiptoe standing, which is only generally excluded from experimental data (and probably also by other researchers for quiet standing tasks) because it does not appear quiet. Thus, simulation data with a large body sway may reflect such experimentally excluded but practically possible body sway during tiptoe standing. We should also mention that the behaviour of the model was determined not only by the control system but also by the noise properties, i.e., the noise can be selected such that the behaviour is similar to experimentally obtained behaviour. Except for above-mentioned differences with experimental data, the quadruple inverted pendulum model in this study fluctuated in partially similar sway size and variability compared with actual human tiptoe standing. Although there are limitations to the model validation, the power law distribution of the simulation data had some degree of slope ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}) and it was not white-noise-like non-scaled flat PSD shape. Thus, the model behaviour in this study was not significantly influenced by the noise. What is important here is that we were able to stabilise the four-dimensional inverted pendulum for understanding the complicated human multi-segment postural control mechanism.

The stability of the model was so sensitive to the joint viscoelasticity that small changes (approximately 1--10%) caused a large sway of the inverted pendulum resulting in it falling down. Thus, the gaps with experimental data may be because of the simplicity of the inverted pendulum model, such as the approximation of the HAT segment or constant active feedback gain parameters. However, it is still important that we were able to stabilise the four-dimensional inverted pendulum for understanding the complicated human multi-segment postural control mechanism. Also, the essential result here is that simulation parameters used in this study affected the joint coordination and they were sensitive to the robustness of the inverted pendulum.

Simulation parameters and model fluctuations
--------------------------------------------

The purpose of this study was to investigate the cross-relationship between postural robustness, passive joint viscoelasticity, and neural joint control strategies. The quadruple pendulum with anthropometric parameters was stabilised for 30 pairs of parameters (VE, α, and JCS). The intermittent feedback control mechanism used in this study achieves nonlinear stability towards the equilibrium along stable manifolds during off-periods. Active control was utilised for pulling the state point back in the vicinity of stable manifolds and not for directly moving the state point towards equilibrium. This concept of stability is different from the classical one for linear system and human postural control mechanism adopted this type of intermittent strategy for the postural control in which antagonist muscle activities were measured[@b47]. We found that intermittent control is necessary at least at the hip joint for the stabilisation of our quadruple inverted pendulum ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). Inside of the switching surface (when the current state's components of stable manifolds are dominant), we assumed the active torque to be zero, which is termed zero control[@b26]. One may imagine that zero control means all muscles associated with the sway of each joint have zero activation and that zero control is unrealistic. However, we should emphasise here that we consider the passive torque in our model to be involved in not only intrinsic stiffness and damping properties but also tonic muscle activities that are not related to the closed feedback loop, which are not influenced by equilibrium feedback loop. The simulation parameter α in this study represents the switching surface of intermittent control, and the value range of α means the region of switching surface that stabilise the pendulum. We found that there were upper and lower limits of α that includes the values used in our simulations (α of 1/30 and 1/50) and this region of switching surface. Also, the region of switching surface was slightly shifted depending on viscoelasticity and joint control strategy ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, these results suggest that the region of switching surface might vary individually because of inherent viscoelastic properties and that it is possible to change the region of switching surface by learning different joint control strategies to accomplish the desired task.

Training and aging changes joint coordination during standing[@b29][@b30]. A majority of joint coordination in our simulation was \[MP--ankle, ankle--knee, knee--hip\] = \[in-phase, in-phase, anti-phase\] (71%) or \[in-phase, anti-phase, in-phase\] (16%). The former coordination pattern is consistent with our experimental data[@b30]. Our results suggest that passive joint viscoelasticity and neural joint control strategy including intermittent switching boundary affects the stability of the body during tiptoe standing.

Parameter sensitivity to the robustness of the model
----------------------------------------------------

We investigated the parameter sensitivity to the robustness of the model by the stability region of active gain parameters P as degrees of CNS flexibility. Our results revealed that joint control strategies (intermittent, continuous, and passive) could affect the robustness of the inverted pendulum model. This implies the possibility that humans can acquire postural robustness of tiptoe standing via learning the optimal switching boundary and joint control strategy.

[Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} showed that the stability region of P~a~ varied depending on joint control strategies and joint viscoelasticity. First, the smaller viscoelasticity of the ankle and knee showed the larger P~a~ stability region (black vs. gray bars for each JCS). However, much smaller viscoelasticity VE{3} intimidated the stability region of P~a~, suggesting that an optimal viscoelasticity could maximise the stability region, and that the joint robustness varies individually depending on his or her joints' viscoelastic properties. Although it might be difficult to change passive joint viscoelasticity properties to acquire greater robustness, it may be possible to enhance the robustness by optimising the joint control strategy through training. In addition, the P~a~ stability region tended to be larger when the ankle was controlled intermittently rather than by continuous control (JCS{\[1, 2, 3\]} vs. JCS{\[7, 8, 9\]}). The fact that intermittent control leads to more robust posture might support the biological plausibility of the intermittent control for as an internal model of postural control. The result of P~k~ region ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) will reinforce the discussion above. The P~k~ region was also dependent on joint control strategy and viscoelasticity; the size tended to be large when the knee was controlled intermittently, and the larger viscoelasticity of the ankle and knee led the larger stability region.

On the other hand, the size of P~m~ and P~h~ stability regions are considerably small ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the proportional gains for the MP and hip joints were limited to acquire the stability of these joints. The small size of P~m~ might be because the MP is the lowest joint; its fluctuation affects all the joints above it. Also, the HAT segment is almost half the length of the human body and thus, the location of HAT segment's centre of mass is high enough to destabilise the body at the hip joint, which does not permit big changes in active gain parameters. There is no choice to control the hip intermittently for the stability of the inverted pendulum ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, CNS should select rigorously the optimal P~h~ value, joint control strategy, and switching boundary according to the other joints' viscoelasticity. Our result suggests that most of the attention among the four joints should be given to the hip to control tiptoe standing.

Conclusions
===========

In this study, we were able to generate fluctuations of quadruple inverted pendulums whose sway amplitude and its variability are partially less than or similar to those of four lower limb joints during tiptoe standing. Active feedback control in the human postural control system always suffers from time-delayed instability. We conclude that the intermittent feedback control was necessary for the stabilisation of the quadruple inverted pendulum as a model of human tiptoe standing, and it yielded better robustness compared to the conventional continuous control strategies. Joint viscoelasticity generating passive joint torque is fragile for stabilising the posture. A combination of different passive joint properties and neural multi-joint strategies output great changes in joint coordination and postural stability/robustness. This suggests that the motor learning of tiptoe standing might involve the acquisition of the best neural control strategy depending on the individually different passive joint properties and mechanical constraints.
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![A quadruple inverted pendulum model.\
A model for a human standing tiptoe in the sagittal plane. Each of four links represent foot (MP--ankle), shank (ankle--knee), thigh (knee--hip), and HAT segments, from the bottom. Joint angles were defined as relative angles between adjacent joints except for joint angle of the MP being relative to the vertical line.](srep22446-f1){#f1}

![Two examples of phase distribution.\
Phase difference between two adjacent joints is separated into ten bins. The sum of each coloured bar is 50 s (the whole trial length). Black, brace, and grey bars represent MP-ankle, ankle-knee, and knee-hip phase distributions, respectively. Each condition is shown in the top-right corner of each figure.](srep22446-f2){#f2}

![Stability region of the ankle gain P for six JCS pairs.\
Each JCS{u} corresponds to the ones shown in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}. Grey and black bars represent two different viscoelasticity parameters shown in the top-left corner. The minimum P value was 0.1 for all conditions.](srep22446-f3){#f3}

![Stability region of the knee gain P for six JCS pairs.\
Each JCS{u} corresponds to the ones shown in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}. Grey and black bars represent two different viscoelasticity parameters shown in the top-left corner. The minimum P value was 0.1 for all conditions.](srep22446-f4){#f4}

![Stability region of the MP and hip gain P for nine JCS pairs.\
Top and bottom figures represent P regions for the MP and hip, respectively. Each JCS{u} corresponds to the ones shown in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}. Grey, black, and brace bars represent three different pairs of viscoelasticity and alpha shown on the top.](srep22446-f5){#f5}

![Examples of joint angular displacements for simulation and experimental data.\
Left and right axes represent four joints' angular displacements from simulation (with Gaussian white noise) and experiment (during tiptoe standing), respectively.](srep22446-f6){#f6}

![Comparison in the power spectrum of angular displacements between simulation and experiment.\
Black and grey lines are the logarithm plots of the power spectrum of each angular displacement for simulation and experiment, respectively. The power spectrum was shown up to 20 Hz, which is physiologically relevant range of frequency component of joint oscillations.](srep22446-f7){#f7}

###### Anthropometric parameters of quadruple inverted pendulum.

  ------------------------------------ ----------------------------
  Body mass \[kg\]                                  55
  Segment length \[m\]                  \[0.13, 0.35, 0.40, 0.72\]
  Segment mass ratio \[%body mass\]     \[2.2, 10.6, 24.6, 62.6\]
  Segment centre of mass ratio \[%\]    \[50.0, 41.0, 45.8, 33.0\]
  Gyration radius ratio \[%\]           \[18.4, 27.5, 28.5, 40.0\]
  ------------------------------------ ----------------------------

Four values of each line (except for body mass) are for segment 1 to 4 from the left. Segment centre of mass ratio is with respect to segment length from the upper end. Gyration radius is relative to frontal (mediolateral) axis and the presented as percentage of each segment length.

###### Thirty pairs of simulation variables for provisional stability.

  u       JCS{u}        Alpha      VE     Fluctuation   Variability
  ---- ------------- ----------- ------- ------------- -------------
  1     \[N C C I\]     1/50      VE{1}      A, K          A, K
  2     \[N C N I\]   M\*, A, K                        
  3     \[N C I I\]                                    
  4     \[N N C I\]     A, K                           
  5     \[N N N I\]   M\*, A, M                        
  6     \[N N I I\]                                    
  7     \[N I C I\]     A, K                           
  8     \[N I N I\]   M\*, A, K                        
  9     \[N I I I\]                                    
  10    \[N C C I\]                                    
  11    \[N C N I\]                                    
  12    \[N C I I\]                                    
  13    \[N N C I\]                                    
  14    \[N N N I\]                                    
  15    \[N N I I\]                                    
  16    \[N I C I\]                                    
  17    \[N I N I\]                                    
  18    \[N I I I\]                                    
  19    \[I C C I\]     1/30      VE{2}                
  20    \[I C N I\]                                    
  21    \[I C I I\]                                    
  22    \[I N C I\]                                    
  23    \[I I C I\]                                    
  24    \[I I N I\]                                    
  25    \[I N N I\]     1/30      VE{1}      A, K      
  26       1/50         VE{3}       A       A, K\*     
  27    \[I N I I\]     1/30      VE{1}      A, K          A, K
  28       VE{2}      M\*, A, K                        
  29    \[I I I I\]     1/30      VE{2}                
  30       1/50         VE{3}       A        A, K      

Index *u* is for joint control strategy (*JCS*). Capital letters 'N', 'C', and 'I' represent the model is under no active control, continuous control, and intermittent control, respectively.

Fluctuation and variability show joints (M: mp, A: ankle, K: knee, H: hip) at which smaller sway amplitude and variability, respectively, than experimental data. The joints with \*showed no significant differences between simulation and experimental data.
